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Woodstockhausen:

A tiny, esoteric outdoor festival of experimental music 

and visual spectacles.

a 21st-century multimedia folk music extravaganza. 

A sanctuary for those obsessed with experimental sonic and 

visual phenomena 

. . . and a sense of humour!

Clatterbox

Live at Night (KUSP parts)

WSH 20072

This is an electronic piece made from sounds created mixed live

on KUSP in Santa Cruz by four people, then edited/treated in my

home lab...Clatterbox started as a group on Free Radio Santa Cruz

in 1996...this piece represents the second line-up of the group in

1999: Jason Arredondo, Paul Couture, Matter Embryo, Sgt.

Scrapes...these sounds are culled from performances soon to be

released in full-length album form as ‘Clatterbox- Live on KUSP

'...sessions which include Erich J. Holden...but for tonight we

offer this humbly for you to please enjoy!

Clatterbox is a radio sound group incor-
porating noise, music, electronic mixing
and radio theatre into a sonic live explo-
sion! We have numerous secretive releas-
es known only to the initiated......Jason
Arredondo: radio DJ, adventurer...Paul

Couture: radio DJ, sound archivist...
Matter Embryo: radio DJ, present-day
composer...Sgt. Scrapes: impossible to
define......much is afoot including a 
website soon; please get in touch!... 
mattkembry@yahoo.com...cheers!
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The Posthumous Release is an improvised
electronic musical duo from San
Francisco, CA, comprised of Barry Threw

(laptop) and Nathan Blaz (laptop and
electric cello).  In performance they cre-
ate enveloping sonic environments.

The Posthumous Release will play an improvised set of
textural washes of noise, processed string melodies and
organic electronic sound. Ranging between ragingly
aggressive and tranquilly subtle, an immersive sound-
scape is created from the interleaving sonic streams.
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Improvised electronic duo Transcommunality
I met John serving him coffee. He agreed to come onto my radio show

and do a sound scrape.  John read from his book Transcommunality a

term/model which he has developed and researched throughout the

years. After the sound scrape was done I realized that this piece would

fit very well on an ambient/album as a balancing piece to the harsh

nature of "Baptism", a noise piece based of the sermons of Baptist

Preacher Fred Phelps. This album is out for free download at www.liq-

uid-valley.com  We have been collaborating on other projects as well,

such as a website on transcommunality and a possible speech at a soon-

to-be-upcoming Free Radio Santa Cruz benefit.

Keith Garrett: I am an eclectic Taoist who
lives in Santa Cruz CA. I am a graduated
music major from the Cabrillo Choral
Program. I have studied and made music
since I was 15. I became interested in
SoundScraping a few years ago as a result of
my meeting Matthew Embry and doing sound
scrapes on his radio show. I have become

increasingly interested in abstract forms of
music and expression in general. I am a com-
poser of Choral, Hip Hop, Downtempo and
abstract music. I am a dj of drum and bass,
trance and abstract/ sound collage. You can

listen to more of my music at
www.myspace.com/keithgarrett or check out
my radio show on FRSC (101.1 FM) Friday
from 2-5 pm.
I am a graduated Graphic Design student
from Cabrillo as well. I make art sites, band
sites, artist portfolios. You can view my port-
folio at: www.liquid-valley.com

Keith Garrett and
John Brown Childs

The Posthumous Release 
(Barry Threw and Nathan Blaz)
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It is interesting to contemplate a tangled bank, clothed
with many plants of many kinds, with birds singing on
the bushes, with various insects flitting about, and with
worms crawling through the damp earth, and to
reflect that these elaborately constructed
forms, so different from each other, and
dependent upon each other in so complex a
manner, have all been produced by laws
acting around us. -Charles Darwin

Fingers on multitouch pads generate visuals and music
simultaneously using custom software.

Later Days is the performance artwork of
Wayne Jackson and guests. Since found-
ing Woodstockhausen in 1998 with the
help of many friends, Wayne has contin-
ued to perform sporadically in and

around Santa Cruz and the greater Bay
Area. Now recovering from a creative hia-
tus of several years duration, he is once
again staying up late nights to write the
custom software he uses on stage.

Tim Thompson is a software engineer who
enjoys the creative process of developing
artistic software for both music and visu-
als, often involving the use of unusual
controllers. Most widely known as the
developer of the KeyKit programming
environment for algorithmic and real
time MIDI experimentation, he has more
recently been inspired by events such as
Burning Man and

Woodstockhausen, where his interactive
creations include a 12-foot high lyre and
an antique radio. He lives in San Jose
and collaborates with Bay Area ensem-
bles dud and DOUBLE VISION. Tim's home
page - http://nosuch.com/tjt - docu-
ments the variety of his activities and
allows people to play with some web-
based algorithmic music toys.

Tangle

Later Days: Wayne Jackson and
Iwalani Falkner

Tim Thompson

Finger Fresco 2.0

WSH 20074
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Schema, a piece for soprano saxophone and electronics, was com-

posed for my friend and colleague, Michael F. Zbyszynski during

the fall of 2006. The idea for the piece began back in 2001 when

I heard of Xenakis’ passing. I quickly wrote down a simple tetra-

chord of interlocking tritones thinking it representative of “X.”
Most of the material for Schema is derived from this tetrachord,

either by ring modulation, frequency modulation, or the con-

struction of artificial modes. This simple harmonic germ slowly

expands over the first several minutes of the piece and also

brings the work to a close.

InterContemporain, Sirius, and members of
the San Francisco Contemporary Music
Players; his electroacoustic music has been
presented at events such as ICMC, the Electric
Rainbow Coalition Festival at Dartmouth, the
Pulse Field exhibition in Atlanta, Sonic
Circuits II, Cultural Labyrinth in San
Francisco, EX-STATIC and Sonic Residues in
Melbourne, Australia, and at SEAMUS and SCI
conferences.
Bruce’s website is www.reed.edu/~bennettb

Michael Ferriell Zbyszynski is a composer,
sound artist, performer, and teacher in the
field of contemporary electroacoustic music.
Currently, he is the Assistant Director of Music
Composition and Pedagogy at UC Berkeley's
Center for New Music and Audio Technologies,
and works with Respectable Citizen, HPX
Multimedia, and the Capacitor Performance
Group. Dr. Zbyszynski plays flute, saxophones,
clarinet, Yamaha WX-7 (MIDI wind con-
troller), and things made from coffee cans
and PVC. His 2006 piece News Cycle #2, creat-

ed in collaboration with video artist Anthony
Discenza, was jointly commissioned by the
Getty Center and the Montalvo Arts Center,
where they have been invited for a residency
in 2008. In 2004, Zbyszynski finished a per-
manent sound installation at Edgemar in
Santa Monica, CA, in collaboration with Hugh
Livingston. He has appeared, collaborated, or
worked with Roscoe Mitchell, Myra Melford,
the Merce Cunningham Dance Company (the
American premier of John Cage’s Ocean 1-95),
Frances Marie Uitti, and David Wessel, as a
soloist with the Berkeley Symphony Orchestra,
Composers Inc., UC Berkeley Symphony,
Cultural Labyrinth, Berkeley New Music
Project, and Common Sense Composer’s
Collective, and at the Other Minds Festival, the
Oregon Bach Festival, the Montréal Jazz
Festival, the Center for New Music and Audio
Technologies, Cal Arts, UC Santa Barbara, UC
San Diego, University of Washington, Reed
College, and Portland State University, and
The Western Front Lodge (Vancouver). 
Michael's website is www.mikezed.com

Schema

Bruce Bennett and Michael
Zbyszynski
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Bruce Christian Bennett is a native of Seattle
currently residing in San Francisco. He teaches
orchestration, counterpoint, and 20th-Century
Music at San Francisco State University and is
a technical writer for Digidesign.
He is a founding member of both the Berkeley
New Music Project and the CNMAT Users Group
(a coalition of composers and engineers whose

interests are in the interaction of music and
technology), and was on the board of direc-
tors for Earplay (a San Francisco–based new
music ensemble) from 2000 to 2003, and was
president of the board from 2001–2002. His
works have been played throughout the United
States and abroad by such groups as the
Arditti String Quartet, Earplay, the Ensemble
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"The Children’s Hour" is a musical-theatrical rendering of the

dreams, nightmares and whimsies that lie between childhood

and maturity. Traditional piano/vocal repertoire is interwoven -

sometimes a game, sometimes a story - with contemporary works

for electronics and video. Inspired by the eponymous song by

Charles Ives, as well as by William Walton’s Facade and Schoen-

berg’s Pierrot Lunaire, the through-composed program (fully

produced by Sidecar) also includes original electronic composi-

tions.

The WaveSaw is an instrument that I developed in conjunction

with Nate Whetsell and John Stoecker for a class at CCRMA on

Physical Interaction Design for Music. The germinal idea of this

instrument was to map the shape of an object into the "shape" of

a sound. Hence, the bends and curves of the WaveSaw blade

become the shape of one period of a waveform (scanned synthe-

sis), or the shape of a filter response (subtractive synthesis.)

This piece is a solo performance for WaveSaw, looper, and drum

machine, and relies on the WaveSaw's proclivity for "timbral

gestures."  The title comes from the name of my favorite book as

misremembered by my girlfriend.
Singer and composer Anne Hege began her
musical studies with the Piedmont Children’s
Choir and is now a PhD candidate at Princeton
University. Inspired by various composer/per-
formers within the folk and world music tradi-
tions, Hege’s compositions integrate the tradi-
tional and experimental in a very personal
way. Hege has composed for the Albany
Community Chorus, Piedmont Children's Choir,
Voce e Tempore, Niños y Jovenes Cantores de

la Escuela Nacional de Música de la UNAM,
and the Princeton Laptop Orchestra and the
Flux Quartet. She performs original works and
art songs in her performance duo “Sidecar”
and works with music and video in her band
the "New Prosthetics."

Heather Heise first learned to play piano from
a Methodist minister.  Her piano playing
acknowledges the balletic. Simple graceful ges-

tures veil an interior precision that, sure-foot-
ed as a monkey, can scamper across the most
varied musical terrain. Heise performs with
myriad bay area choirs, composes music for
dance, and recently began incorporating video
into her musical projects. She is one half of
the avant-cabaret duo Sidecar.

As a musician I make mostly dance-
derived forms of electronic music, and
occasionally venture into more experi-
mental or formal realms. As an engineer
I've worked on audio technologies for
both Apple and Creative Labs. I'm cur-

rently pursuing a PhD at Stanford's
Center for Computer Research in Music
and Acoustics (CCRMA.) Some of my
music can be heard online at
www.myspace.com/lukedahl.

The Children’s Hour
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Sidecar 
(Anne Hege and
Heather Heise)

Luke Dahl



Producer:  Veronique Larcher
Technical & Program Director:  Daev Roehr
Stage Director:  Christopher Cohn 
Lighting and Video Director:  Mark Plummer 
PR:  Veronique Larcher, Lynn Flink,  John Kraft 
Event Manager:  Lynn Flink 

Thanks again to: Veronique Larcher and E L S A
Productions for underwriting much of the capital expense of

putting on this show, Wayne Jackson for conceiving this fes-

tival, Danny Thorpe and Cindy Fairhurst of Glen Alba
Gardens, for all the behind-the-scenes support which make

this type of event poss- ible, including tolerating the

noise and traffic, opening their property to us and

donating the printing of this program and

other promotional materials; Mark Plummer,

for maintaining the web site which has been our primary means

of communication, Tim Thompson for the gracious loan of a

video projector; Chris Cohn, and Wayne Jackson for their

help and gracious loans of equipment and expertise; and Daev
Roehr for providing the technical backbone and equipment

without which this event never would have happened,

Gretchen McPherson, for creating the longer PDF version

of the program available at www.elsaproductions.com/wsh 

Special thanks go to our various sponsors: Driscoll’s for the

berries, Sennheiser for lanyards, Flink, Inc. for a financial

donation; Santa Cruz Mountains Art Center for the loan of

tables, Catherine Graham of Flipper Fanny’s Cookies for

the sweets, and finally, a special thanks goes to all of the
composers and performers in this show, for coming out

of the woodwork to share their sounds. 

Intermission

We have incurred a few hundred dollars worth of costs in setting up this event.

Ticket sales cover less than half our expenses.  Any contribution you care to make to

help defray this expense would be greatly appreciated. See a staff person at the tent.

Thanks!
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Performing live visuals with the composers are 

Mark Plummer, David Tristram, Tim Thompson, 
and Ryan Geiss.

David Tristram produces synthetic
imagery to accompany live performance
using his custom software,
ElectroPaintTM.  Mr. Tristram pioneered
computer graphics for live performance in
the late 1980’s using high-end Silicon
Graphics workstations. He toured with the
Grateful Dead in 1992, and shortly there-
after founded Raster Masters, the first
live computer graphics performance
ensemble, with whom he collaborated
with Herbie Hancock, Graham Nash, and

others. Mr. Tristram created visual accom-
paniment for Woodstockhausen through
its first six seasons. He also has created
live work in support of the Different Skies
festival at Arcosanti for the last six years.
Mr. Tristram is the creator of the feature-
length Different Skies compilation DVD,
Arcs and Angles. Mr. Tristram may be
contacted at info@tristram.com. More
information available at
www.tristram.com.

You can learn more about Mark Plummer
by asking his many friends here at the
show.

Tim Thompson develops custom software
and instruments for visuals in a variety
of languages and environments. His lat-
est efforts, as part of local ensembles
dud and DOUBLE VISION, have focused
on using multitouch controllers and on
generating music and visuals simultane-
ously. 

Ryan Geiss has been a pioneer in music
visualization for many years.  While
working at Creative Labs he helped devel-
op a visualizer called Lava.  He then
went on to Nullsoft (Winamp), where he
wrote MilkDrop, Smoke, and many others.
Most recently he worked on the Nvidia
demo team for several years (GeoForms
screensaver, Cascades demo) and is cur-
rently working on a sequel to the original
MilkDrop.  You can learn more about
Ryan at www.geisswerks.com.

Visuals

WSH 20078
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Hank's Wild Ride is an interactive  installation that  uses old, abandoned

bicycles and salvaged bicycle parts to control  reel-to-reel tape machines.

It is made of two bikes facing opposite directions, which are connected by a

gear box.  One bike is ridden by a human, the other by a dummy.  The motion

of the human driven bike makes the dummy driven bike pedal, which in

turn drives the reel-to- reel machine.  The user controls the speed and tim-

bre of the sounds played by the reel-to-reel by varying his or her pedaling.

The work explores the intersection between found objects and found sound.

It is meant to be a playground environment where people can interact with

common objects in new combinations that create interesting sounds and

novel associations.

Convolute Reality is An installation which allows

passers-by to design complex audio effects...
perhaps witout even meaning to!

Sasha Leitman, Jen Carlile, Jesse Fox, and
Steven Backer met while studying at Stanford
University’s Center for Computer Research in
Music and Acoustics.  All four are active music

makers and tinkerers working with the intersec-
tion of technology and art. Jesse Fox currently
lives in Portland and the others reside in the San
Francisco Bay Area.

Wayne Jackson
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Since founding Woodstockhausen
in 1998 with the help of many
friends, Wayne has continued to
perform sporadically in and
around Santa Cruz and the greater

Bay Area. Now recovering from a
creative hiatus of several years
duration, he is once again staying
up late nights to write the custom
software he uses on stage.

Installations

W     q✮

Sasha Leitman, Jen Carlile,
Jesse Fox, and Steven Backer



Rick Walker will play a piece for snare drum (which he has

played for 40 years) and trumpet (which he has played without

instruction for 6 months), treating both instruments as 'Found

Sound Objects’, exploring the intersection between mastery and

complete naïveté.

He will also be projecting lo-fi toy video camera 'animations' for

his piece that he has begun creating in the last year.

Phillip Greenlief will perform The Fourth World, based on Hopi

mythology. The Fourth World is our current epoch, and the Hopis

believe that this epoch is our last chance to prove to the creators

that we can live in harmony with the earth and not put person-

al desires before the benefit of the greater good

of humanity and the planet where we live.

Rick Walker has been on the cutting edge
of several musical movements in his life.
As a professional drummer/ percussionist,
he also is an eclectic multi-instrumental-
ist and specializes in digital live looping
and found sound.  He produces the

world's largest Live Looping festival every
year in October in Santa Cruz where he
lives with his wife, the talented
singer/songwriter/multi-instrumentalist,
Christine Wedertz.

Since his emergence on the west coast in
the late 1970’s, Evander Music founder
Phillip Greenlief has achieved interna-
tional critical acclaim for his work with
musicians and composers in the post-jazz
continuum as well as new music innova-
tors and virtuosic improvisers.
His ever-evolving relationship with the

saxophone unfolds with
an expansive sound vocabulary, extreme
dynamic range, a deep regard for melody
and form, and a humor and wit that is
not dissimilar to the Native American
Coyote tales. Greenlief received the San
Francisco Bay Guardian Goldie Award for
Music in 2000.

HThe Rick Walker Drum and Bugle Choir

Rick Walker Phillip Greenlief

Fourth World
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A 12-minute electronic music improvisation that fuses
elements of noise, dub, Javanese and Balinese gamelan,
and ambient musical influences.

dj Dolphin: Tuna Net Freak-out is a work consisting of
undersea recordings mixed with a processed electric
guitar track. The guitar treatments were performed
"live" along with the "playing" of the instrument. 

[NameLess Kala] is an improvisation-
based electronics-in-musick duo, com-
prised of DJ saKAna and Djynnx Ogo.
Sonically, they create subtle and altering
shifts in mood and structure informed by
a wide range of musical experience.
Ambient, Psychedelic and Dub influences
give way to unnamable forms which throb
and mutate. [NameLess Kala] have been
collaborating musically for two years,

while completing their degrees in digital
arts and new media. saKAna at UCSC in
the DANM MFA program, and Djynnx at
SF State University in the
Conceptual/Information Arts program.
They also have involvement in the
S.P.A.Z. and Katabatik soundsystems, as
well as with the groups Actsyllabod, Bass
Travelers, Gamelan Anak Swarasanti, and
Nommo Ogo.

Steve McDonald holds a B.A. in music
from UC Santa Cruz. He Currently per-
forms with the rock/lounge act
Vermouth, Gamelan Burat Wangi and

records strange sounds in his home in
Los Angeles.
http://www.myspace.com/stevemcdonal-
dland

sublingual...subsonics

[NameLess Kala] 
(DJ saKAna and Djynnx Ogo)

Steve McDonald

dj Dolphin: Tuna Net Freak-Out

WSH 200711
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Amar will be playing a combination of Indian folk instruments

and electronics.  As the title suggests, this is a "harder" improvi-

sation, primarily using hardware analog and digital synthesiz-

ers, looking for points of chaos and stability and making them

into something musical. Be prepared for things to get very loud,

but sometimes very soft as well.

Amar Chaudhary is a longtime composer
and performer specializing in contempo-
rary and electronic music, as well as a
developer of advanced software for sound
synthesis and music composition.  Amar
studied composition first with Ruth
Schonthal at the Westchester Conservatory
of Music in New York from 1983 to 1991,
and then at Yale University from 1991 to
1995.  Amar had his music performed

internationally and has received several
honors for his musical work, including a
1992 premier of his clarinet quartet
Conversational Impromptu at Weill Recital
Hall in New York and the 1990 NGCSA
Young Composers Award for Earth Songs.
Amar received his PhD in Computer
Science from the University of California,
Berkeley in 2001.  While at Berkeley,
Amar was a researcher at the Center for

New Music and Audio Technologies
(CNMAT) and developed advanced soft-
ware for music composition and perform-
ance, including Open Sound Edit, an
advanced 3D graphical editor for sound
representations and Open Sound World, a
programming environment for real-time
music and audio applications.
Amar remains actively involved in local
electronic and experimental music in the
San Francisco Bay Area, and performs
regularly.  His recent music involves
experimentation with new sounds and
sound-synthesis/processing techniques
and new modes of musically expressive
performance.  He is also interested in the
use of folk instruments and toy instru-
ments in electro-acoustic music.  His first
solo album, Aquatic, was released in
2005.

Improvisation 2 (Hard Electronics)

Amar Chaudhary

WSH 200712
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The Lunar Preludes is composed for voice and electron-
ics. A narrative describing the anticipation of space
flight is paired with melodic synthesizer and drum
machine sequences. Original video compositions nar-
rating the journey will accompany the musical per-
formance.

Hunab Ku, called the Galactic Butterfly by indigenous
maya, is said to represent all of the consciousness that
has ever existed in this galaxy. This is all of our physi-
cal ancestors both human, animal, reptile, fish, shell-
fish, plants as well as the consciousness which organ-
ized all of the raw material from a whirling disk into
stars then planets and solar systems.

Margot Bevington Casey is a performer,
composer and educator. She excellently
combines an original voice with a knack
for narrative and melody. 

Beau Casey is an electronic music com-
poser and video performance artist. He
has a stylistic vision of rhythmic motion
and melodic harmony. His video perform-
ance interacts with 3D motion graphics.

Samba is a multi instrumentalist aiming
at multidimensional music.
A community-builder and interdiscipli-
nary artist, Leaf Tine has an organic
approach to music and performance. His
audio collaborations been featured off
Broadway, at the Disney Hall?s Red Cat

Theater, and on CD. Leaf?s live perform-
ances are often minimalistic improvisa-
tions that border on ritual. His use of
found sound, glitching hardware, feed-
back, and amplified objects places him
squarely as a post-Cagean sonic explorer.

The Lunar Preludes

Margot and Beau Casey Hunab Krewe
(Samba, no.e, leaf)

Yellow Galactic Human

WSH 200713
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Please pick up trash and recyclables in your area before you

leave. There are clearly marked receptacles for trash and vari-

ous types of recycling nearby.   

Please be considerate of the neighbors as you leave. 

Remember that roads here in the Santa Cruz Mountains are

extremely twisty and dangerous; please do not drink and drive. 

Ticket sales cover less than half of our operating expenses. Any

contribution you care to make to help defray this expense would

be greatly appreciated. See a staff person at the tent. Contribu-

tions you make to ELSA Productions are tax-deductible.  

We hope to see Woodstockhausen become an annual creative out-

let for those of us enthusiastic about esoteric music and perform-

ance art. If you would like to become involved in future events,

please keep watching www.elsaproductions.com/wsh

Staff and Artist Jam Session REMINDERS 

WSH 200714

thank you and good night




